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The Mahansan (,, ) is a minor tributary of the river Rokvi in
eastern Albania. It is formed by the confluence of the rivers

Gandja and Rahova in the eastern region of Shkodër. It flows from
the north-west to the south and west. With the river Rokvi it flows

into Lake Maliq. The lowest point is at 68 m at Lake Maliq. With
the name of the Gandja, it continues towards the north-east for a
distance of from its source to the town of Kukës. Notable features
At a bridge in the centre of the village of Përrojë, an impressive

and unique double bridge spanning the river was built in 1932 by
Omer Mërkatli, a young communist architect who was shot and

killed. Gallery See also Geography of Albania Rokni River
Rrogozhine References Category:Rivers of Albania

Category:Geography of Shkodër CountyEverybody wants to look
younger, but what can you do if you have little to no knowledge
on the best type of anti-aging products to use? Luckily, we are

here to lend you a hand. With countless anti-aging products being
developed each day, it can be hard to know which one is going to

work for you. That is where we come in. We have compiled our
top 5 anti-aging products based on the claims they make, and the
different ways they can be used to make you look younger, and

feel better about yourself._obj->i_d.di_flags &
FS_PROBE_FL_HIDDEN); up_read(&VFS_I(inode)->i_sem); err =

-ENOMEM; out: kfree(path); return err; } static const struct
super_operations gfs2_sops = { .alloc_inode = gfs2_alloc_inode,

.destroy_inode = gfs2_destroy_inode, 6d1f23a050
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